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SCRIBE ANNOUNCES ADAPTER FOR MICROSOFT DYNAMICS NAV  

New product further expands integration and migration capabilities for the Microsoft 
Dynamics channel 

 
 
BEDFORD, NH – October 25, 2007 – Scribe Software, a provider of configurable 

data integration and migration software technology for leading enterprise business 

applications announced the planned release of its Scribe Adapter for Dynamics NAV.  

This product extends the capabilities of Scribe Insight to Dynamics NAV, providing 

partners and customers with powerful and flexible data integration and migration 

without having to write a single line of code.  

 

More than 3500 Microsoft Dynamics customers use Scribe Insight for integrating their 

mission critical applications with a variety of systems, thereby providing employees 

access to essential customer data, during critical business events, enabling them to 

service customers better and ultimately sell more.  “We have been leveraging the open 

and flexible Scribe Insight tool to provide our Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Dynamics GP 

customers with superior integration solutions for years”,  states John McKeague, Tectura 

GP and CRM practice lead, a Scribe Elite Reseller.  “Having the Scribe Insight capability 

with Dynamics NAV opens up an entire new set of opportunities for a new set of our 

customers.” 

 

Built upon Scribe Insight, the industry leading integration tool, and .NET technology, the 

solution easily reads data from and writes data to Microsoft Dynamics NAV allowing 

customers to:  

- Process orders in real-time from an external eCommerce site 
- Extend order processing functionality to their sales teams via their CRM system 
- Automatically process POs from an employee facing purchase requisition portal 
- Update inventory immediately from an MRP or inventory management application 
- Integrate virtually any legacy or specialized vertical application with GL, AR, AP, etc. 



 

“Our global reseller channel of over 600 partners is eagerly anticipating the availability 

of a Dynamics NAV integration solution that is as comprehensive as our support for the 

other Microsoft Dynamics applications,” states Lou Antonucci, Director of Sales for 

Scribe.  “Scribe Insight has become a critical element of their success in these other 

markets and they are looking to extend this to their Dynamics NAV practices.” 

 

The release of the Scribe Adapter for Dynamics NAV is planned for December 2007 to 

support its pending release of an integration solution that connects Dynamics CRM to 

Dynamics NAV.  The Scribe Adapter for Dynamics NAV will be priced consistent with 

Scribe’s Adapters for other Dynamics products. 

 

###  
 
About Scribe Software Corporation (www.scribesoftware.com) 
Scribe Software Corporation provides data integration and migration software solutions 
to help people within an organization share customer data, to better focus – and take 
action – on critical business events. By helping everybody within an organization work as 
one, we help our customers sell more and provide better customer service. Scribe 
Software, founded in 1996, is a privately held corporation headquartered in Bedford, 
New Hampshire. 
 


